Endorsements

“This seminal volume will take its place as the guide through the vast literature on the perceptions of justice from the times of Zoroaster to Islam. A must for all serious readers of this time.” Robert Looney, Distinguished Professor, Naval Postgraduate School

“A tour de force on conceptions of justice from Zarathustra to Islam. Cogently illuminates depictions of distributive justice in philosophy and religion, especially Islam.” Dariush Zahedi, Director, AMENA Center for Entrepreneurship and Development, UC Berkeley

“With globalization, our greatest opportunity to find commonality and comity is forging a shared understanding of what economic and social justice means with those who do not look like us. Conceptions of Justice provides us an essential primer to spark that dialogue.” John Forrer, Research Professor, George Washington University

“This is an altogether admirable work of synthesis as well as an exploration into an area of immense significance that has exercised Muslim minds over the centuries.” Ali Allawi, author three highly acclaimed books—The Crisis of Islamic Civilization, The Occupation of Iraq, and Faisal of Iraq